
Featuring ECF Records Manager, an app to help 
libraries streamline record-keeping and data retention.

Claris Smart Pack



Claris Smart Pack: a complete digital collection.
Running on the Claris platform, Claris Smart Pack offers a suite of ready-made Claris FileMaker apps specifically designed to help save time and 
resources on manual tasks – in particular, the ECF Records Manager app that streamlines record-keeping.

Plus, Claris Smart Pack includes licensing for the entire Claris platform, including:

  Claris FileMaker lets you customize Claris Smart Pack apps to fit your library’s specific needs and create new custom apps to automate 
various processes. When there’s no app for that, you can create one with Claris FileMaker.

  Claris Connect is an integration platform as a service (iPaaS) that links data from any app or system, such as student information systems 
(SIS) and mobile device managers (MDM), with any other application or solution. This integration creates a seamless flow of data and 
eliminates countless hours of manual, repetitious work.

Introducing ECF Records Manager.
A main component of the Claris Smart Pack, the ECF Records Manager app helps libraries consolidate and manage data for the Emergency 
Connectivity Fund (ECF) Program. This program offers $7.17 billion to help libraries secure the digital resources needed to close the homework 
gap. Extensive device tracking, data management, and reporting requirements come along with the funding. The ECF Program mandates libraries 
that qualify must retain extensive records – for at least 10 years.

With Claris Smart Pack, you’re licensed 
for unlimited problem solving to address 
a wide variety of challenges that 
libraries face each day.
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This readily available, custom app helps consolidate and manage data, 
devices, and documents required by the ECF Program. ECF Records 
Manager, created by Claris Platinum Partner, iSolutions, is a one-stop-shop 
for automated, cohesive record-keeping.

  Saves countless hours of manual data entry when tracking devices, 
users, service dates, documents, and more.

  Consolidates a variety of required information from multiple sources.

  Leverages seamless integration with mobile devices, like Jamf Pro, to 
quickly pull in asset or equipment data.

  Allows for customization and integration since the app was created on 
the Claris platform.

  Prepares data for an easy download so you’re ready if auditors show 
up at your door.

ECF Records Manager does the heavy lifting.
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ECF Records Manager simplifies complicated tasks.
Improper retention of program documentation can lead to all sorts of unnecessary headaches over time. While the ECF Program has indicated 
libraries aren’t required to modify their inventory system to track all of the required record-keeping data in a single report, ECF Records Manager 
makes it easy to do so. This app provides storage for all required documentation, forms, and details related to purchases and reimbursement. 

The ability to house and retrieve unlimited digital documents provides efficiency and peace of mind to everyone managing ECF Program data and 
assets. Your library staff will also appreciate: 

  Device, equipment, and asset management: While the ECF Program outlines specific information that each library must track, your team can 
use the app to manage any type of device, asset, or equipment.

  Built-in tracking functionality: Check-in and check-out functions automatically track each device’s assignment history or users who have 
received various assets. Your team will benefit from having the big picture from a dashboard of assignment activity that’s compatible with 
the ECF Program requirements from any context. 

  Service history log: Easily record notes about asset servicing and maintenance schedules as well as related documentation and invoices. 
This log also helps catalog devices that are damaged, missing, lost, or stolen, ensuring your library’s records show the complete accounting 
of every device and comply with ECF Program mandates. 
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About Claris International Inc.
Claris International Inc. is the creator of the world’s leading low-code development platform, offering a suite of services that drives 
digital transformation in companies from every business sector. Best known for its FileMaker app development solution, the company 
has more than one million active users globally across SMBs and the Fortune 500. Claris, an Apple company, has an unmatched record 
of business success for more than 20 profitable years. Claris is headquartered in California with operations worldwide, including London, 
Tokyo, Beijing, and Sydney. . 

Contact your Apple 
account executive.

Get started today!
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